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During the past two decades liposomes1 have been studied
intensively for their use as biocompatible drug delivery systems
(DDS)2 and transfection agents.3 One of the critical parameters that
have to be optimized in the development of a delivery system is
the encapsulation efficiency (EE, ratio of encapsulant concentration
inside the delivery vehicle over the loading solution).4 So far EE
has been regarded as a bulk property and was measured as the
average of all DDS particles in a solution. Recent technical advances
however5 allowed the monitoring of single particles4a,6 and are
beginning to provide unique information on heterogeneous proper-
ties that were otherwise lost due to ensemble averaging. Here we
focus on measuring the EE of single vesicles with sizes below the
optical resolution. The measurements revealed an intrinsic in-
trasample EE variability that may be a property of other delivery
formulations as well.

In order to be able to quantify the EE of lipid vesicles with single-
vesicle resolution and to study changes in single vesicles over long
periods (minutes to days) we immobilized vesicles on BSA
passivated glass substrates (see Figure 1A). The vesicle composition
was DOPC/DOPG/DSPE-PEG2000-biotin/C18-DiD (93.2:6:0.3:0.5
mol %). The vesicles were prepared using a standard rehydration
procedure7 and were loaded with CoroNa Green (M ) 585.55
g/mol); see SI. They were then added onto surfaces functionalized
sequentially with BSA-biotin and streptavidin. We used the well-
established coupling method of biotin-streptavidin as it has been
shown to maintain immobilized vesicles tight against concentration
gradients of fluorophores and ions.8

Vesicles were labeled by a fluorophore in the membrane and a
water soluble fluorophore in the lumen, Figure 1A. After im-
mobilization, by washing the surface with a buffer of the same
osmolarity we removed the nonencapsulated dye allowing for
maximum contrast in fluorescent microscopy, Figure 1B (membrane
dye) and 1C (lumen dye). Washing in situ circumvented the need
for separation of the nonencapsulated material in an additional step,
e.g., chromatography.9

Images similar to the ones shown in Figure 1B, C typically
contained a few hundred vesicles and were analyzed using particle
tracking algorithms. Each vesicle was localized in both channels
and assigned two integrated intensity values. Since the vesicles are
smaller than the optical resolution, their size cannot be measured
directly. However the intensity of the membrane bound dye is
proportional to the square of the diameter. We used the total
fluorescent intensity of a vesicle to quantify its size, as recently
described by Kunding et al.6b Knowing the size and therefore the
volume of the vesicle allowed us to convert the total number of
encapsulated dyes (calculated from the measured intensity in the
lumen channel) to an absolute concentration for individual vesicles;
see SI.

The presence of different vesicle sizes on the surface allowed
us to record EE as a function of size for single vesicles. The results
are plotted in Figure 2A and reveal a marked tendency for larger

vesicles to encapsulate lower concentrations of water soluble dye.
EE decreases from ∼100% to a plateau value of ∼15% as a function
of vesicle diameter (d). The size dependency of EE is inversely
proportional (1/d) to the SUVs diameter, suggesting that the
mechanism behind this observation is related to the surface-to-
volume ratio of vesicles. Similar results were obtained for a few
other encapsulants (carboxyfluorescein, Alexa 488 hydrazide) and
lipids (POPC and DPPC); data not shown.

Next we carried out a number of control experiments to check
for multilamellarity in our samples. Multilamellar vesicles (MLVs)
could contribute to a change in the apparent encapsulant concentra-
tion in a vesicle. An MLV in our assay would appear as a single
vesicle of larger diameter (higher lipid mass) and lower EE.
Furthermore multilamellarity could potentially exhibit a size
dependency. In good agreement with previous results,6b CryoTEM
revealed that only a very small fraction of all vesicles (e6%)
contained 1-2 lamellas; see Figure S1. Furthermore we incubated
the biotinylated vesicles with streptavidin. The streptavidin signal
allowed us to quantify separately the amount of external lipid mass
and relate it to the signal from the membrane dye in the vesicles.
The ratio of the two signals was constant for all vesicle sizes
demonstrating the absence of inner lamellas to any significant
extent; see Figure S2.

To exclude the possibility that the observation is an artifact of
the single particle image analysis we looked at a control sample,

Figure 1. EE measurements on single vesicles. (A) Schematic illustration
of EE measurements on single vesicles. Vesicles were randomly immobilized
at a dilute density on glass substrates through streptavidin-biotin interactions
as shown. They contained a lipid-dye (red) in the bilayer and a water soluble
dye in the lumen (green). Double labeling allowed us to measure
quantitatively the concentration of encapsulant in vesicles of different sizes.
(B, C) Fluorescence microscopy images of single immobilized DOPC
vesicles; see SI. B and C are the membrane (C18-DiD) and lumen (CoroNa
Green) channel, respectively. The arrow in C indicates the location of an
empty vesicle (see text). The largest peak in B corresponds to a vesicle
with a diameter of 380 nm as calculated from the measured fluorescence
intensity (see SI).
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vesicles carrying two fluorophores (DHPE-Texas Red and C18-CF)
in their membrane, and performed the same data treatment. A plot
of the number of dyes per number of lipids as a function of size in
Figure 2B shows a constant relationship with a slope close to zero,
ruling out any artifacts due to image processing. The significant
standard deviation from the fit (red line) in Figure 2A is higher
than that in Figure 2B by a factor of ∼8. This indicates that
superimposed to the 1/d tendency and the noise there is an additional
intrinsic vesicle-to-vesicle variability in EE for vesicles having
similar diameters.

During data treatment we surprisingly found a large number of
empty vesicles (signal below the detection limit); see arrow in
Figure 1C. The distribution of empty vesicles within the total
population of vesicles is shown as a function of size in Figure 2C.
Normalization of the two populations (Figure 2D) reveals that there
is no preference for empty vesicles to exist at a certain size.

To exclude that the empty vesicles resulted from fusion of SUVs
ontheglasssurfaceweusedprocedures(extrusionandfreeze-thawing)
that are documented to change EE10 and tried to establish a
systematic relation between sample treatment in bulk and our
observations on immobilized SUVs. Indeed we observed that the
number of empty vesicles can be reduced from ∼50% for nontreated
samples to ∼35% and ∼5% for samples that were freeze-thawed
and extruded 1 and 15 times, respectively; see Figure 2C. These
results demonstrate that empty vesicles exist in substantial numbers
in rehydrated samples and are not the result of fusion upon

immobilization. They also highlight that freeze-thawing is partly
increasing the average EE as measured in bulk assays by simply
changing the ratio of “empty” to “loaded” vesicles. We also
observed that freeze-thawing increased the actual EE of loaded
vesicles but mostly for diameters greater than 400 nm (see Figure
S3). The size dependent EE persisted even after 15 freeze-thawing
cycles, Figure 2A.

In this communication we show how the encapsulation of a
fluorescent dye can be correlated with the fluorescence of a lipid
membrane dye to quantitatively determine the EE of single vesicles
with diameters down to 100 nm. This new method revealed two
important aspects of EE that are averaged out in bulk measurements:
(i) the existence of empty vesicles and (ii) an inverse relation
between EE and vesicle diameter. The molecular mechanism behind
these two observations is not clear at this stage though we speculate
it is related to the process of vesicle formation during dry-lipid-
film rehydration (the most commonly used vesicle preparation
technique).1,2,4b,7,10,11 Further studies are needed to establish if these
results can be generalized for other preparation techniques and
delivery systems. Understanding EE on the nanoscale opens up new
routes for the attempt to optimize it, a topic which is of broad
relevance for drug delivery, and related disciplines like medicine
and biotechnology. These results are also particularly relevant for
the growing number of studies that manipulate and observe single
vesicles.4a,6,11
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Figure 2. EE measurements as a function of vesicle size. (A) Concentration
of lumen-dye as a function of diameter; each point represents a single
vesicle. The red line is a 1/d fit to the data. Vesicles were freeze-thawed
15 times. (B) Control showing the ratio of two lipid dyes (DHPE and
C18-CF) versus diameter. (C) Number of loaded and empty vesicles as a
function of vesicle diameter (black line) and number of empty vesicles after
1 and 15 freeze-thaw and extrusion cycles (red line and green line,
respectively). (D) Normalized histograms of vesicle sizes for the total (loaded
and empty) and empty vesicle population, respectively.
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